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Targus TCT027GL laptop case 39.6 cm (15.6") Briefcase Black

Brand : Targus Product code: TCT027GL

Product name : TCT027GL

- Padded laptop compartment
- Trolley strap easily attaches to rolling luggage
- Workstation organises office supplies
- Slim profile and lightweight design
- Padded, adjustable shoulder strap
- Dedicated compartment with reinforced backing separates files
- Front pocket for key accessories
15.6" Classic Slim Briefcase, Black

Targus TCT027GL laptop case 39.6 cm (15.6") Briefcase Black:

The 15.6” Classic Slim Briefcase is a thin, lightweight case equipped to store all of your essentials on the
go. Ideal for the casual business executive, this functional case features a classic look for the classic
professional. The spacious front pocket includes smartly organised compartments to store your
smartphone, pens, business cards, adapters, cords, and other accessories.

Constructed of durable polyester material, the case includes metal, contoured zipper pulls, and
comfortable padded handles and shoulder strap. The large back slip pocket is great for storing files and
documents while the included trolley strap makes it easy to stack this case onto rolling luggage.

Features

Surface coloration Monochromatic
Maximum screen size * 39.6 cm (15.6")
Case type * Briefcase
Material * Polyester
Product main colour * Black
Gender Unisex
Number of compartments 1
Brand compatibility * Any brand

Interior pockets Business Card, Pen pocket,
Accessory pocket

Front pocket
Exterior pockets Front pocket

Features

Back pocket(s)
Shoulder strap
Removable shoulder strap
Trolley retainer strap
Closure type Zipper
Country of origin China
Quantity 1

Weight & dimensions

Width 420 mm
Depth 66 mm
Height 334 mm
Weight 630 g
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